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>>From the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.  

 

>>What was your job assignment? 

>>When we first got there it was pretty crazy.  You know when you get off the plane you don't really 

know what to expect.  So we got there and then they finally told us where we were going, or whatever, 

and when we got to where we were going you know it's totally crazy.  It's just like everything in your 

body is warming up.  It's like you're just going crazy.  And the first assignment was to go out 25 miles 

from the post and a platoon would be stationed there.  Like we wanted to have communication from our 

base to the next base which was roughly, I'd say 250 miles between our base and the next base.  Well we 

need to have communication between them and it would be you know off of a SINCGAR radio and it 

would be all secure so we don't have Iraqi's or insurgence or anybody intercepting the communication.  

So every 25 miles, the radios would reach 25 miles, every 25 miles we'd have a platoon, another platoon, 

another platoon so we'd communicate.  If something happened bad, you know like down the road we'd see 

an accident happen and somebody's gonna die or somebody needs emergency medical assistance, the only 

way that they can get the information that they needed to get to where there's medical assistance, you 

know, get a chopper out there and save this person, you know was [inaudible].  That was our first 

mission.  Second mission was to do convoys, to take supplies such as food, water, fuel, every so often 

ammo, anything that you think you would need would have to go up north.  Cause it seemed like the only 

way people in [inaudible] get food is if we brought it, is basically what it would come down to.  Of course 

all the other units involved in it, you know all these other people.  I mean everybody used gas.  

Everybody used heat.  Everybody used water.  And the way to get there is you truck it.  You don't have 

trains.  You can't fly it.  It costs too much money so that's what we did.  And then every so often there'd 

be a rotation.  We would take care of the Battalion Sergeant Major and 

>>Battalion Sergeant Major 

>>Yeah, Colonel of the Battalion.  So then you'd secure it.  Cause you don't go out and share what 

everybody's doing, make sure there's no problems.  But then you secured obviously, you know there were 

some pretty you know higher ranking people.  So we go give them security so when they got out of the 

truck, basically we got out of the truck, pulled 360 security on that person. That's how that works. 
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